IRTSA delegation lead by GS/ IRTSA at Delhi to persuade main demands.

1. Pursuing main demanda of IRTSA for Group B & Revision of Incentive rates, General Secretary IRTSA Er Harchandan Singh, K.V.Ramesh, Sr.JGS and K.Gobinath VP met the convener of the incentive committee Mrs.Kalyani in the Rly Board and General Secretaries of both the federations. on 04.07.2018.

2. The issue of incentive was discussed in detail with Madam. Kalyani and both the GS. All of them agreed that the rates of incentive bonus should be revised at the minimum of each pay level divided by 208 - standard monthly working hours.

3. Both federations General Secretaries agreed that the SSE should be either treated directly under incentive or the rate of incentive to SSE should be increased from 15% to 30% of basic pay.

4. Both the General Secretaries agreed to urge upon the Group B committee to classify SSE as Group B Gaz as have been done in ordinance factory etc.

5. Delegation of IRTSA will meet the committee in classification on Group B on 05.07.2018.

6. Copies of the memorandum submitted to both the committees on revision of incentive rates and Gr B have been placed on the web site of IRTSA.

7. Separate memorandum will be submitted for extension of incentive scheme for Design, CMT, Store, open line sheds & depots, etc.
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